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When friends become lovers, there is always the worry about
potentially ruining a friendship When the friends embark on a
kinky submissive journey, it could spell a lot of trouble,
especially if no sex is allowed Robin is a picky submissive
looking for the right dominant to rock her world The way she
goes about it isn t too different than many single curious
females looking to hook up with their dream dom She goes
through on line fetish websites to find her play mates Little
does she know, her best friend, John, is the sexual dominant
who can show her the ropes As a Chinese female, John is very
attractive He actually reminds me of a best friend of mine who
was also named John with similar motivation issues He too
was quite kinky and over six feet tall My rating of this book may
be bias because of how much of John reminds me of someone
I adored John in this story is a sexy tall Chinese man with
tattoo sleeves He s very appealing in both physique and
mannerism He does hold a certain command which gives off a
decent dominant vibe As a side note, there are many Chinese
men who are over six feet tall Just visit Northern China and
they will be in abundance Robin on the other hand is a
character I loathed Authors Belleau and Ames depicted her
perfectly She is not only picky, but confused about submission
This is to be expected because she s new and just learning
about how this lifestyle could work or not work for her Some of
her mistakes are excellent examples of newbie assumptions
Honestly, John is too good for her Why he settles for her, I m
not sure, but they are best friends and he s lusted after her for
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years So it all works out.An example of what irked me is Robin
s misunderstanding of voyeurism To be a voyeur, the generally
accepted definition is watching only No participation is
expected and sometimes, it means the voyeur isn t even seen
Instead, Robin thought she would be the center of attention
This shows a self centered side to her which is never appealing
to me, no matter how realistic It makes me think less of her
When I start disliking the main character, the book rating is
going to take a hit John and his male submissive go through a
scene Robin knows she s there to watch and learn Her
response to John is befuddling to meThat wasn t voyeurism
though, John That was I don t even know what to call whatever
that was You called me sweetheart You ve never used a pet
name with me since we started all this, and then you do, and it
s just to humiliate someone else How s that supposed to get
me off How s that supposed to make me feel like like you want
me, and my submission loc 2413 2417I d be okay with this
scene if the duo authors brought some understanding to Robin
Showed that she learned this is not what voyeurism represents
Instead, they allow Robin to dictate to John and John somehow
ends up the bad guy Then again, I don t understand why Robin
is so upset I have been accused as not understanding the
complexity of a female mind so it may just be me Still, if Robin
felt this is humiliation, then even light humiliation is a hard limit
for her I didn t see anything humiliating in the scene In addition,
she s there as a submissive Her pleasure should be tied with
John s pleasure Otherwise, these two are just not on the same
page Lastly, really, getting off Honey, many submissives don t
get off It s called orgasm denial or control Perhaps Robin
should be renamed to bratty submissive From my personal
experience, Robin isn t willing to enter into an erotic power
exchange with John She never really trusts him and without
that power exchange, it s hard to have a D s dynamic There is
nothing wrong with that Top and bottoms have loads of fun too
The BDSM scenes are fair The most memorable for me are the
ones John interacts with his male submissive Robin s scenes
with him are forgettable John as a bisexual is very desirable
panty wetting inducing The authors also give him better dialog
and frequently humorous behaviour John watched with reptilian
anticipation as Robin squeezed her chopsticks too tightly and
there it went The salty sweet eel meat popped off the rice ball
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and fell down to her plate He was lightning fast While she still
fumbled with her own chopsticks, he snatched up the eel he
knew how much Robin loved eel and swallowed it down with a
grin loc 1014 1018John also enjoys a better sexual experience
Wish there is a back story prequel showing how John first
started in the lifestyle Graphic details are a must, especially
after this tiny reveal I thought I was going to have the typical
straight porn fantasy threesome, and instead I ended up tied to
the bed, blindfolded and ass fucked with a strap on loc 2087
2088Oh boy is this hawt Bound, blindfolded and butt fucked
what could a submissive want on a Friday night warm up From
a voyeur perspective, another panty wetting scene, only it s
only one sentence The images this conjures up make me bite
my lips to hold back a moan Authors Belleau and Ames do
have a good sense of humour It s injected in randomly which
makes it quirky fun One of my favourite lines is belowThat
wasn t me I told you, it was a student assistant who pulled up
the tentacle penis thing They re all sex crazed maniacs,
especially the anime fangirls loc 171 173As an anime fangirl, I
confess to loving tentacle sex themes and I might be a bit sex
crazed Good observation on the authors part Overall, this is a
good Gateway to BDSM book The BDSM is realistic The
characters responses are believable and the erotic discovery
journey is sweet Recommended for kinky readers who enjoy
friends becoming lovers stories Also recommended to kinky
readers who enjoy interracial relationsprovided by BDSM Book
Reviews By Day, Robin Lessing Has A Successful Career As A
University Archivist By Night, She Blogs About Her Less Than
Successful Search For Mr Tall, Dark And Dominant Living Up
To Her Handle The Picky Submissive, She S On The Verge Of
Giving Up And Settling For Vanilla With A Side Of Fuzzy
Handcuffs When She Discovers Her Best Friend And
Colleague Has A Kinky Side, TooSexy, Tattooed Techie John
Sun Is An Experienced Dom Who Never Lacks For Playmates,
Male Or Female If He Can T Satisfy Robin S Cravings, Maybe
No One Can After All, He Knows Her Better Than Anyone So
He Offers To Help Her Master The Art Of Submission For One
MonthRobin Eagerly Agrees To John S Terms, Even The
Pesky Little Rule Forbidding Any Friendship Ruining Sex But
Rules Are Made To Be Broken, And Once They Begin Their
Stimulating Sessions, It S Not Long Before She S Ready To
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Beg Him For Much Copy received by author in exchange for an
honest review Oh I love a good Friends to lovers story.And I
really liked this story.Robin Lessing is successful and assured
by day, and at night blogs as The Picky Submissive about her
search for the perfect Dom.John Sun is her best friend, and
unknown to Robin, an experienced Dom.So what happens
when you discover your best friend, who you love, is hiding
something, something you want and need What I really liked
about this book, is that Robin is fully aware of her submissive
nature, and has an idea of what she likes and does not like
when it comes to a Dom and what she wants In her search for
the perfect Dom, you can tell she is in control of it, has the
power to say no and tell a guy to back off.Unlike so many
BDSM book, she is not a naive little thing, with no clue that she
is submissive who happens to come across a Man, who is a
Dom, who then overwhelms her, tells her she is submissive
and off they go with the Dom in the driving seat This is not
what this book is about These two are friends, and approach
this as friends They decide to conduct an experiment The Dom
Project to fully explore what exactly Robin likes and dislikes.It
is not dark, it is a lovely, cute, enjoyable story about two friends
discovering something about each other and themselves.I had
some little niggles I felt, with her blog and her internal musings,
sometimes Robin over analysed what was happening and what
she liked disliked but then, it was about finding what she liked
And while we do get Johns thoughts about what is going on, I
felt he was of an intriguing character and wanted to spend time
in his head as opposed to Robins But then, I always seem to
prefer the H in a book over the h women are so hard on other
women All in, it is a great story, the trust and love between
these two is lovely Neither want to lose the friendship, but
when it becomes clear that there is a chemistry they cannot
deny that It is obvious how much they mean to each other.I
have read book 2 in this series, written just by Solace Ames
although be aware it is not as light as this book and I really
enjoyed that book There is something very real about how
these books are written You can imagine it happening It is not
some rich man brandishing a whip fantasy that just never
happens These are just people, like every other person, with
the same hopes, dreams and issues that plague the rest of us
Solace Ames is fast becoming an auto buy for me. Don t

expect anything dark or super steamy, peeps Instead this is
short and sweet and romantic I loved how The Dom Project
was about two close friends finally finding love with each
other.Both John and Robin were so adorable that sometimes I
couldn t quite believe in John switching into his dominant mode
and ordering Robin around They were certainly an interesting
couple as well Robin, small and very self assured librarian
looking gal and John all gorgeous limbs, tall, tattooed American
Chinese work together in the university While Robin
unsuccessfully tries to find her perfect Dom because this is the
type of relationship she craves, John has been into the lifestyle
for years and kept it secret from Robin whom he always
fancied but considered pretty straight.When they discover that
their interests align both are wary of losing their friendship if
their other relationship fail, so John goes very slowly trying to
help Robin with her fantasies while both become increasingly
unsatisfied with the boundaries they set for each other I don t
have to tell you that when their boiling point is reached, it s all
very satisfying.There is also a side story as well where they
both chase the collection of mysterious old pornographic
photographs for the university which works with the main story
nicely Overall, a nice light read Recommended as a bookish
snack. The idea of this book was a good one But for me, this
book dragged for the most part, and I found myself skimming it
and just waiting for it to end For the most part it was a sweet
love story between 2 best friends that find they have the same
interests But there was just too much talk about things that
really didn t matter I also had a hard time believing in John s
Domination, but I did believe in their friendship and their love
for each other, the growth the both found with each other.Story
Concept 4 StarsWriting 4 StarsBelievability 2 StarsCharacter
investment 2 StarsAverage of 3 Stars for this book. There
seems to be a wellspring of light, fun BDSM romance these
days, for which I am very grateful The Dom Project is one such
tale, balancing the exploration of a picky submissive s sexual
journey and the path of two geeky friends to lovers Robin and
John have a wonderful chemistry, fun and flirty with just
enough angst to create some conflict, and Belleau and Ames
ensure that I ll be picking up the next in their L.A Doms series.
The Dom ProjectHeloise Belleau and Solace AmesI was gifted
this book in exchange for an honest review.I must admit I love

to read Erotica, the idea of BDSM is just very tintillating for me
When I saw this title I was instantly drawn to it Robin Lessing is
just discover her submissive nature and nuturing her desires, I
was in.These authors did not disappoint, in fact they add lots of
humour and life to this story, they made it have lots of
character and I truly enjoyed it.Robin works as an university
archivist and is the author of a blog titled The Picky Submissive
, this is where she is telling the world, OK, whoever is reading
about her journey in the world of BDSM, or in her case her
want of a journey.John one of her best friends since their
college days has been a practising Dom with Robin being
aware of it He is six foot tall, Asian, and has a full sleeve tattoo
along with alot of muscles, definately some yummy eye
candy.Together they are researching the photographs on Irina
Mareau a erotic model from the 1930 s Robin is surprised to
learn that John knows about the subject that she had thought
When John learns of Robins wants and needs he offers to
dominate her, to help her discover what her likes and dislikes
are They both agree no sex and they draw up a contract to
sign They start out by meeting three times a week and venture
into many aspects of the life style, exploring things like
spanking, role play, butt plugs, bondage and even some funky
vibrators.Robin s blogging of the whole experience is certainly
fresh and humourful It was hilarious to read both the positive
and negative comments that her blog was getting How great
that she was able to share what she was feeling in such a
manner.Now when experimenting with BDSM and not allowing
sex, there is bound to be some tension, some feelings, some
lustfull thoughts and soon these guidelines may need to be
enlarged Can it be possible to take things further To make a
new contract Will Robin still like John after he introduces her to
some of the heavier things he likes to do Will Robin find that
she likes the lifestyle and want to continue living this way.I
thought this story was very well done The idea of discovering
what turns you on with someone that you trust makes the
experience all the deeper and meaningfull There is a whole lot
of lust going on here and many feelings that these two are not
aware of come quickly into play It was great to see Robin learn
about herself I thought John was just so very hot I would be
interested in reading by these authors and would rate this story
a 4 5. As the head of Saylor University s archival department,

Robin Lessing is organized, detailed, and a complete Type A
personality She also is a submissive, although less success in
this venture As a way to vent frustrations as well as document
her journey, she created a blog call The Picky Submissive In
the past, she has been lacking in serious relationships but not
for sex John Sun is the laidback A V guy on campus with his
typical uniform of black t shirts, boots, and his sleeve of tattoos
Even though he s known Robin since they were undergrads,
he has been less fervent in his ambitions but that does not
make him any less intelligent Because he is able to leave his
work at the door, he is able to live it up spending much of his
time focusing as a Dominant with many playdates.Although
best friends, after Robin makes an offhanded comment, John
begins to suspect there may be to her than he knows With just
a little searching he not only finds her blog but that she is
attending a bdsm themed event, so he decides to pay her a
visit At this point they both admit to each other the parts of their
lives they previously didn t know He decides to help her define
her limits as well as her fetishes and interests but with no sex I
think anyone who has either tried online dating or tiptoed into
the lifestyle can relate to her issues of dealing with wannabe
Dominants poaching the newbies About halfway through, there
is a scene which raised my eyebrows and made me a bit
uncomfortable the whole your kink is not my kink thing As
distressing as that particular section is, it is equally pivotal to
the overall arc of the story While the humiliation play is
somewhat unsettling, there are other scenes than scintillating
to entice you to keep going Several instances exist where
Robin likes to run and John likes to place blame and anger I
wished some expansion for the reasons behind these
behaviors I believe it could not only broaden the knowledge of
their history but put their relationship on a different level
Overall, it is an interesting foray to understand how this
submissive finds her Wonderland.Rating 4 stars ARC received
in exchange for honest review. The Dom Project by Heloise
Belleau and Solace AdamsB , inferno, high kink, BDSM,
contempRobin blogs about her search to find her perfect Dom
to help her explore her submissiveness but so far all she s
come across is a long line of duds Her best friend John is a
Dom, although neither knows of the other s sexual preferences
When they find out, they make a deal John will act as Robin s

Dom and help her discover what aspects of submission she
wants needs No sex involved Surely they can do this
experiment and maintain their friendship too.If you want to take
this story down to its bare bones, it s a friends to lovers story
with a heavy dose of BDSM But it is so much than just that The
characters were deep and complex The story was fast paced
and gripping, hot and searing The resolution insert contented
sigh This book has stayed in my head since I finished it a few
days ago In a good way.I do want to mention that there are
some scenes involving John and other partners I mention it
because I know that some readers are bothered by their
heroes and or heroines being with other characters I felt it
added layers to John s character It made me want to know
even about him.I love a story that sticks with me after I read it
The characters come alive in my head This one certainly fit the
bill I certainly hope that the authors work together again
because I can t wait to see what else they could come up with
What a great read to kick off 2014. Received an ARC from
NetGalley.I was looking forward to reading this It had a little bit
of everything, but I love the friends to lovers element That
being said, I m starting to wonder if I need to lower my
expectations when it comes to books It felt like Belleau glossed
over the most important parts of John and Robin s relationship
We got very little about their friendship and even less, it
seemed, about their weeks during the project We never find
out how Robin realized she was in to the scene and kept
getting exposed to John s bi side, but never talk about how that
effects their relationship in the future The mystery commenter
element Teased for a sentence or two, and then we find out
who it is, but never really get an explanation for why The whole
Irina Mareau aspect of the story is also glossed over, finishing
kind of awkwardly Again, I m forced to ask for I understand that
authors don t want to bore their readers especially in erotica ,
but I need a reason to keep reading And let s be honest, the
love scenes were not that descriptive, at least not enough to
take away from other elements of the story.In all, Belleau has
the beginnings of a terrific story, but it needs to make me truly
care about the characters and what I m reading.
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